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SpeedCore: Modular Steel-Plate Composite Walls 

At the 2019 North American Steel Construction Conference, a new seismic force 

resisting system was touted as being a game changer: SpeedCore.  The system employs steel-

plate composite (SC) shear that exhibit similar behavior to conventionally reinforced concrete 

(RC) shear walls with the substantial benefit of rapid erection.  Each shear wall is modular, 

fabricated ahead of time with cross-ties between steel plates and numerous headed steel studs 

(Figure 1).  In the field, each modular section is welded in place and filled with concrete.  

Several research efforts have been 

conducted to qualify the system and 

AISC has plans to release a formal 

design guide on the topic as soon as 

Spring of 2020 (SpeedCore).  With so 

much buzz surrounding SpeedCore, it is 

worthwhile to discuss and understand 

its behavior, advantages, and where it 

fits into the modern design landscape. 

Prior to AISC’s popular naming of SpeedCore, the system was formally referred to as 

“Modular Steel-Plate Composite Walls” (Chicchi, 2019).  AISC first addressed the design of a 

similar system in their own publication “Steel Design Guide 32”.  The design guide was written 

specifically for use in safety-related nuclear facilities.  In nuclear facilities, the need for heavy 

Fig.  1. Typical SC Wall Configuration (Bhardwaj, 2017) 
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concrete construction is required to provide the proper amount of radiation shielding and 

resistance to extreme loads (Bhardwaj, 2017).  Clearly, this type of construction results in longer 

construction durations based solely on the required concrete cure times.  To take back some of 

this lost time, and minimize the project schedule, the idea of modular construction using SC 

walls was conceived.  Not only was the project schedule expected to be accelerated, but 

researchers anticipated SC walls to provide better resistance to extreme events such as blast and 

seismic.  Some of the early research on the system was conducted in Japan at the University of 

Tokyo. 

Akiyama et al. conducted research with 

the aim of comparing the behavior between SC 

walls and traditional RC shear walls.  In their 

tests, a 1/10th scale SC wall specimen was 

constructed to compare against an equivalent 

RC wall structure that had been previously 

constructed and tested by others.  In both tests, 

the specimens were subjected to cyclic 

horizontal loading to simulate seismic forces in 

both the elastic and inelastic range.  Simulated 

gravity forces were also applied.  The response 

of the SC wall involved concrete cracking, 

yielding of the steel plates, local buckling and 

shear buckling of the steel plates and the 

eventual fracture between the foundation slab 
Fig.  2. Load Relative Rotation Angle Relationship. SC 

wall top, RC wall bottom (Akiyama, 1989) 
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and steel plate (Akiyama, 1989).  Figure 2 shows the hysteretic curve comparison between the 

SC and RC walls.  It is rather apparent that the SC wall exhibits a much larger ultimate strength.  

Perhaps more important however, is that the SC wall shows a far superior capability of ductility 

in comparison to the RC wall.  The SC wall also displays much more well-behaved and 

predictable hysteresis characteristics.   

Although Akiyama’s research showed great promise for the system, it was concluded that 

the responses observed were limited to the specimens tested, thus sparking further research 

endeavors (Bhardwaj, 2017).  One of the most recent and well-known research efforts was 

conducted at Purdue University by Ramesh and Varma and funded by the Charles Pankow 

Foundation. Along with a report on their findings, the team published a secondary report titled 

“Design Procedure for Dual-Plate Composite Shear Walls”.  This research and associated design 

procedure will form the backbone of AISC’s upcoming design guide on SpeedCore (SpeedCore). 

In Ramesh and Varma’s tests, a ⅜-scale SC wall was built and tested.  Details on 

foundation connections, and specifics of the shear wall were designed based on the research and 

guidance existing at the time, chiefly design guidelines from previous tests.  The primary 

objectives of the tests were to determine the following: the stability of the system during 

construction, whether or not the steel and concrete act together to resist design loads, the shear 

strength of the walls at splice joints between each modular section, and finally the cyclic 

behavior of the system as a whole (Ramesh, 2013).  In the first objective, the team found that the 

plate assembly alone could resist the maximum expected construction load by large margin.  The 

construction loads considered were stability before and after the concrete core was poured and 

the hydrostatic pressure from fresh concrete.  The second and third objectives were tested and are 

covered in the design procedure that the team authored.  The team was successful in gathering 
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enough data to provide design methods to ensure the components act compositely and transfer 

shear appropriately.  For the final objective, the team determined that the system can be designed 

to resist cyclic loading to meet at least 2% drift if plate buckling is prevented.   

Ramesh and Varma found similar responses in their SC wall under cyclic loading when 

compared to Akiyama’s tests.  In order of occurrence, these response mechanisms were cracking 

and slippage of the concrete core, yielding at the bottom of the web, buckling of the web near the 

bottom, and finally fracture of the 

cross-tie bars (Ramesh, 2013).  

Figures 3 is a photograph of the test 

specimen during the 6th load cycle 

after plate buckling and cross-tie 

fracture has occurred.  An important 

observation from the test was that the 

steel plates buckled much earlier than 

expected, at approximately 0.75% 

drift.  Ramesh and Varma theorized 

that the test may have been able to continue beyond 2% drift had this not occurred.  They 

suggested several changes to prevent this in the future including increasing the number of 

transverse bars in each plate and increasing the thickness of the exterior plates. 

One area of research that has not been fully developed yet is the performance and 

behavior of SpeedCore when subjected to fire.  Dr. Rachel Chicchi is an assistant professor at the 

University of Cincinnati whose research interests lie with the behavior, analysis and design of 

steel buildings subjected to multiple hazards, most often fire.  When asked about this gap in 

Fig.  3. Test specimen during 6th load cycle (Ramesh, 2013) 
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research, Dr. Chicchi agreed, but noted that Purdue University is about to begin testing of the 

SpeedCore system under fire loading.  Before these tests are completed, we can make predictions 

on how the system will perform.  “Steel is much more influenced by elevated temperatures” 

explains Dr. Chicchi, “I would expect the plate to buckle or fracture perhaps causing 

delamination of the steel from the concrete, exposing the concrete to the fire” (Chicchi, 2019).  

Once the outer steel plates have been compromised, all that remains is the concrete core for 

carrying gravity loads.  A reasonable simplification for design may be to design the concrete core 

for all gravity loading in the event that this happens.  Dr. Chicchi agrees “however, it’s unlikely 

that the fire would be on both sides of the wall.”  She states that most fires fall in the category of 

compartment fires and will only damage one side of the wall, leaving an intact plate on the 

opposite side (Chicchi, 2019). 

All research does not need to be completed for 

SpeedCore to be implemented though.  Even without 

AISC’s formal design guide, it has already been used in 

design.  Construction is currently underway for the 850 ft 

tall Rainier Square Tower located in Seattle, Oregon.  

Figure 4 shows a rendering of the tower and its composite 

steel frame.  The skyscraper is the first ever project to 

utilize the SpeedCore lateral system.  Key to this choice, 

is the estimated reduction of construction time by 40% 

when compared to a conventional concrete core (Post, 

2017).  The steel erector on the project claims that “[they] 

will erect this building, totally, in less time than it would 
Fig.  4. Rendering of the Rainier Square Tower 

and its composite steel core (Post, 2017) 
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have taken to [cast] a concrete core by itself” (Post, 2017).  Ground was broke in November of 

2017 and a webcam at the project site has overseen the construction progress to date 

(https://bit.ly/2Zg87fN).  From the webcam, we can validate the steel erector’s claim; the steel 

frame erection began in October of 2018 and looks to be progressing at about one and a half 

floors per week, including the core. 

With a real-world construction project ongoing, it is quite evident the benefits that the 

SpeedCore system brings to the table.  In addition to schedule savings, added benefits are 

realized in the form of better quality control from significant shop fabrication and simplified on-

site erection in modular panels.  A compressed construction schedules mean less wasted time, 

increased safety and fewer carrying costs for site developers.  Although there is a lot of research 

yet to be completed, it is safe to say that the SpeedCore system is going to have a major affect in 

the way engineers design in high seismic locations.  It looks like a new era of steel construction 

is about to begin.  

https://bit.ly/2Zg87fN
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